Enterprise Application Management Team

January 11, 2017

Attendance: Beth Myrer, Brett Tolman, Carolyn James, Chuck Colborne, Clint Moser, Colby Callahan, David Tobler, Eric Humphrey, John Curl, LuAnn Smith, Ray Walker, Geoff Matthews

Absent: Amanda Burton, Andrew Stone, Bart Jacobs, Dan Reynoso, Denise Vandevanter, Jake Ellsworth, Joe Belnap, Kedric Black, Ken Dahl, Laura Busby, Robert Johnson, Shane Peterson, Wendy Rosenlof

Conducting: David Tobler

Minutes: Beth Myrer

New address type for Grants – GR

UVLink

- will remove access to UVLink on January 31
- will be up as a system for awhile
- discussion of LDAP server that is tied to UVLink but is not the main LDAP server
- People Admin will be moving to CAS but will be a few months – Brett McKeachnie is aware of the issue

Acceptable Use Policy

- discussion of an extract of the acceptable use policy
- there is not space on the Banner site for inclusion of the policy
- was suggested that it be included on the UVU login service page
- should have an annual trigger/review of the policy – is on the HR forms page (Colby will send the link to Dave)
- discussion of having a policy for students

Black out calendar

- discussion of SRIs
- discussion of ODS upgrades – shouldn’t affect Prod - should be included on the calendar

Banner menus

- have made the changes to the Banner menus
- feedback – some menu items are hard to identify
- QA has bullets to break out the items a little more
- will roll out next time it is convenient
- will include some things in myUVU on the employee tab – Web Development is working on it
Assignments
Colby will send the link to Dave
Should include ODS updates on the Black out calendar